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MATHEMATICS

CLASS IXTime Allorved: 3hrs

General Instructions:

Max Marks: 90

i) All questions arc compulsory
ii) The question paper consist of 31 questions divided into 4 sections ArBrC,D

iiD Section A consists of 4 questions of I mark each

SectionB consists of 6 questions of 2 marks each

Sectffifr C consists of 10 questions of 3 marks each

, Section D consists of 11 questions of 4 rnarks each

SECTION - A

J.

4.

t. Find the value of (\iI1 +'lD(..ln - ^lZ)

2. The perimeter of an equilateral triangle is 60m. Find its area.

Write the coordinates of the point lying on y-axis and with y-coordinate 5

It is known that if x+y:10 then x*y*z: z*10. Which of Euclid's axiom illustrates this

statement.

SECTION _ B

5. Find the values of x and y.

6.

7.

Rationalise the denominator:
/B--rtr

Factor:ise by splitting middle term : f -Sy+A



AB : AC and AP: AQ. Prove that Bp : Ce.

-

9. Findthevalue of k,if x- I isafactor of 4f +ix2-4x+k.

10. If AB llDE, zBAC:35o and zCDE= 53o, find z DCE

. SECTION _ C

I 1. Ptot the following points on a cartesian plane : p(-3, 2), e e7 , -a),

12. Locate {5 on the number line .

t..{es'

13. If QTI PR , ZTQR : 40o and zSPR: 30o, find x and y.

Show that 0.2353535....... qan be expressed in the fonn of lwhere p and q areq'
integersandq*O. .

Factorise: 27x3 + y3 + z3 -9xyz
without actually calculating, fincl the value of (12)3 + (- 20)3 + (g)1.

Factorise: (i) x3+x2- 4x-4.
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14.

15.

16.

17.



18. If PQ ll ST, z PQR: 110" and z RST: 130o, fnd z eRS.

In quadrilaterat ACBD, AC : AD and AB bisect s L A. Show that A ABc = A ABD19.

I
|''F 

'

20. Prove that Angles opposite to equal sides of an isosceles triangle are equal-t

SECTION _ D

zI. Find the value of a and D if #: a+b,{7 .

-1' -r -tz1+rl+e22. Simplify: (i) 625 4 (ii) 16;Ttt

23. verifvthat: x? +y'*x3 -3xyz -){**y* z)l(x-y)r*(y- z)z + @-x)zl\
24. Expand the following

D (3a+4b+5c)2 ii) (5p-3q) t

25. If polynomials ax3 + 3x2 - 3 and 2x3 -5x * a leaves the same remainder when each is
divided by x - 4, find the value of a
.a

Prqve that the sum of the three angles of a triangle is lg00

Line-segment AB is parallel to another line-segment CD. O is:the mid-point of AD .

'show that (i) A AoB= ADoc (ii) o is also the mid-point of 
'BC.

2!

27.



is. If PQ l PS,'PQ ll SR, z SQR :28o arid zQRT = 65o.,t.hen find the values of x andy.

pr;s!, Two triangles are congruenr if two angres and the included side of one triangle

are equal to two angles and the included side of other triangle

30. AB is a line segment and P is its mid-point, D and E are points on the same side of AB

such thatZ BAD = z ABE a\d zEPA: LDPB ' Show that

(i) A DAP = A EBP (ii) AD = BE

TR

29.

31. Students of a school staged a rally for cleanliness campaigr' They walked through the lanes in

two groups. One goup walked.throrrgb the lanes AB, {C and CA; while the other throug}r AC'

CD and DA. Then they cleaned the area enclosed withih their lanes. If AB = 9 m, BC : 40 m'

cD : 15 m, DA:2g m and B : 90o, Find the total area cleaned by the students (neglecting the

width of the lanes).Write the valub depicted by the students.

* rk*******:t*****
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